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Abstract
In this artile we desribe vetor bundles over projetivoid line and show how it is similar to (and dierent)
from Gorthendiek's lassiation of vetor bundles over projetive line.
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1 Introduction
In this artile we desribe vetor bundles over projetivoid line P
1,ad,perf
K in Propostion 6.2. The desription will
be similar to vetor bundles on P1 as desribed in [Hazewinkel and Martin, 1982℄ Proposition 2.3. We reprodue
the proposition here (word for word),
Proposition 1.1. Isomorphism lasses ofm dimensional algebrai vetor bundles over P1 orrespond bijetively
to equivalene lasses of polynomial m×m matries A(s, s−1) over k[s, s−1] suh that detA(s, s−1) = sn, n ∈ Z
where equivalene relation is the following: A(s, s−1) ∼ A ′(s, s−1) i there exist polynomial invertible m ×m
matries U(s), V(s−1) over k[s] and k[s−1] respetively with onstant determinant suh that
(1) A ′(s, s−1) = V(s−1)A(s, s−1)U(s).
1
2 Notation
We start by dening the following K
〈
υ±1/p
∞〉
K-Algebras (perfetoid algebras). Let a, b ∈ N ∪ {0} and i =
a/pb,then we dene
K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
:=
∑
a,b
c(a,b)υ
i, c(a,b) ∈ K, lim
a+b→∞ |c(a,b)| → 0(2)
K
〈
υ−1/p
∞〉
:=
∑
a,b
c(a,b)
1
υi
, c(a,b) ∈ K, lim
a+b→∞ |c(a,b)| → 0(3)
K
〈
υ±1/p
∞〉
:= Generated by α,β where α ∈ K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
and β ∈ K
〈
υ−1/p
∞〉
(4)
For the ease of notation we will write ci (or even ai) in plae of c(a,b).
It is possible to put an order on the objets dened above. The order is not important but we give one suh
order below. Another suh order an be obtained using the Calkin-Wilf Sequene as given in [Calkin and Wilf, ℄.
2.1 Order and Grading
Polynomials ome equipped with standard grading, but here we are working with power series with degree of
individual terms of the form a/pb ∈ Q where a, b ∈ Z and p a prime. We have to x a onvention for expressing
terms as summation, and we make sure that there are nitely many terms in eah grading. First we grade
K[υ, υ1/p, υ1/p
2
, . . .].
Consider antidiagonal in the rst quadrant, it onsists of terms (a, b) with a, b ∈ N∪{0}. The sum of the terms
is xed say k ∈ N∪{0}. For example, orresponding to k = 3 we have the following tuples (0, 3), (1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 0)
as (a, b), and every antidiagonal has a xed number of terms in the rst quadrant. We will use this as a model
for grading. The term (a, b) will orrespond to υa/p
b
. The terms on the x axis of the form (a, 0) give us the
grading on the polynomial in υ, and as we go to higher and higher antidiagonal we keep reovering higher powers
of 1/p. The vertial line x = 1 gives us just the powers of υ in 1/p. As the reader would have notied, the
notation follows the proof of ountability of rationals, skipping any dupliate terms.
Our polynomials are nite sums of the form
(5)
∑
a+b=i
aiυ
a/pb , a, b, i ∈ N ∪ {0}, ai ∈ K
(there is no relation between ai and a) and an be learly extended to power series by making the sum innite,
we denote power series by K 〈υ〉. In ase of power series we also add an extra ondition that |ai| → 0 as i→∞.
Laurent polynomials an be added by dupliating the above sum (we will still have nitely many terms in the
antidiagonal and thus grading).
3 Vector Bundles over P
1,ad,perf
K
The projetivoid line is overed by U = U1 ∪ U2, with O(U1) = K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
and O(U2) = K
〈
υ−1/p
∞〉
. Where
Ui is the perfetoid aÆne spae A
1,ad,perf
K and O(U1 ∩ U2) = K
〈
υ±1/p
∞〉
. The sheaness omes from Theorem
3.6.15 of [Kedlaya and Liu, 2013℄.
Let E be a m-bundle over P
1,ad,perf
K dened over K.
There are two trivilizations of this bundle over the over orresponding to U1 and U2. The trivialization
is of the form Ui × A
m,ad,perf
K = A
1,ad,perf
K × A
m,ad,perf
K . Let s ∈ A
1,ad,perf
K and v ∈ A
m,ad,perf
K . To onstrut
the projetivoid we identify the perfetoid aÆne spaes via the map s 7→ 1/s, s 6= 0. Now we an glue the two
trivializations of the vetor bundle to get a vetor bundle over the projetivoid spae.
U1\{0}×A
m,ad,perf
K → U2\{0}×A
m,ad,perf
K
(s, v) 7→ (s−1, A(s, s−1)v)
where A(s, s−1) is a matrix with oeÆients in O(U1 ∩U2) = K
〈
υ±1/p
∞〉
. For the orrespondene to hold this
matrix must have a determinant that is a unit in the ring. The determinant is a power series.
(6) det(A(s, s−1)) ∈ K
〈
υ±1/p
∞〉
and det(A(s, s−1)) 6= 0 for all υ
2
As we see in the next setion 4 the units of (6) are given as
(7) υn/p
b
· v, n ∈ Z, b ∈ Z>0,
where v is degree zero term of K
〈
υ±1/p
∞〉
.
Notie that if we restrit to the ase of k[s, s−1] we end up getting determinant as sn, as in the proposition
1.1
4 Polynomials and Power Series
The units in the ring K[X] are preisely K×, and for the laurent polynomials K[X,X−1] the units are uXn, u ∈ K×.
In the ase of power series K[[X]] the units are formal power series with non zero onstant term.
(8)
∞∑
n=0
anx
n ∈ K[[X]] is a unit i a0 6= 0.
In the ase of formal Laurent series K((X)), we notie that X is a unit, sine X−1 · X = 1. The set of units is
K((X))\0, the proof an be seen in [mo1, ℄. In [J, 1985℄ we nd the omplete desription of roots of power series.
For a series f in Tate Algebra Tn, the series is a unit i the onstant oeÆient of f is bigger than all other
oeÆients of f ( [Bosh, 2014℄ page 14, Corollary 4). For Tn := K 〈υ1, . . . , υn〉 the units are
(9) Tn
× =
{∑
i∈Nn
aiυ
i ∈ Tn : |a0| > |ai| for all i 6= 0
}
Equipping f ∈ Tn with a Gauss norm, |f| = 1 is a unit i the redution of f denoted as f˜ lies in K
×
as desribed
on ( [Bosh, 2014℄ page 13, page 14, Corollary 4).
4.1 Units of K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
We now formally write down the units of K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
whih will be used for the desription of vetor bundles.
Proposition 4.1. K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
is omplete with respet to Gauss Norm.
Proof. This proof is an adaptation of a similar proposition for Tate Algebras as given in ( [Bosh, 2014℄ page
14, Proposition 3). We start with a Cauhy sequene
∑
i fi and end up showing that it lies in K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
. We
will use v as an index for (a, b), this will help as streamline the proof to make it loser to the proof of units of
Tate Algebra.
(10) lim
i→∞ fi = 0 where fi =
∑
v
civυ
v ∈ K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
First note that
(11)
|civ| 6 |fi| thus lim
i→∞ |civ| = 0 for all v.
Thus, the limit cv =
∑∞
i=0 civ exists (note that we are using Gau norm). To nish the proof we need to show
that the series f =
∑
v cvυ
v
is stritly onvergent and f =
∑
i fi.
In the setion 2.1 we put an order on K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
. In order to make our argument simpler, we jump a nite
number of terms (we notied in our ordering that there are only nite number of terms for every grading) in the
order given in 2.1 and onsider terms of the form (a, 0) lying on the x axis. This helps us in thinking diretly in
terms of natural numbers N.
For any given ǫ > 0 there is an integer N suh that |civ| < ǫ for i > N and all v. Sine oeÆients of the series
f0, . . . , fN−1 form a zero sequene, and almost all the oeÆients of these sequenes would have an absolute value
less than ǫ. Thus, the elements |civ| form a zero sequene in K. Sine the non Arhimedean triangle inequality
generalizes for a onvergent series to an inequality below
(12)
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
i=0
αv
∣∣∣∣∣ 6 maxi=0,...,∞ |αv|
we get that power series f =
∑
i fi and f ∈ K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
.
3
Corollary 4.2. A series f ∈ K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
with
|f| = 1 is a unit i its redution f˜ ∈ k×.
Proof. Without loss of generality we an onsider only elements with f ∈ K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
with Gau norm 1. If f is a
unit in K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
it is also a unit in R
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
, where
R = {a ∈ K | |a| 6 1}(13)
m = {a ∈ K | |a| < 1}(14)
k = R/m(15)
R
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
→ k[υ1/p
∞
](16)
f 7→ f˜(17)
Thus, f˜ is a unit in k[υ1/p
∞
] and hene in f ∈ k×.
Conversely, if f˜ ∈ k×, the onstant term f(0) satises |f(0)| = 1 (sine f˜ = 0 i |f| < 1). But then we an put
f = 1− g with |g| < 1, giving us an inverse of f as a series
∑∞
i=0 g
i
.
In the above orollary we showed f is of the type f = 1 − g with |g| < 1. Thus, we an restate the above
orollary as
Corollary 4.3. An arbitrary series f ∈ K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
is a unit i
|f− f(0)| < |f(0)|. In other words the absolute
value of other oeÆients of f are less than the absolute value of the onstant oeÆient.
(18) K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉×
=
{∑
i∈Nn
aiυ
i ∈ K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
: |a0| > |ai| for all i 6= 0
}
We an arry the exat same proedure as above for K
〈
υ−1/p
∞〉
to get an idential result as stated in 18.
4.2 Units of K
〈
υ±1/p
∞〉
We an onsider algebra of the form K
〈
X1/p
∞
, Y1/p
∞〉
. An element f ∈ K
〈
X1/p
∞
, Y1/p
∞〉
is a series in whih
eah individual term has a degree = degX+ deg Y, where X and Y our in the term. Thus, we an put an order
on these terms as given in setion 2.1. If we have terms whih have only X or only Y appearing in them, we an
still arrange them by degree. In ase the degree of X and Y term is same, we put an order by rst writing the X
term and then the Y terms of the same degree. The order simply omes from observing that rational numbers
are ountable.
Using the results (and proedure) from the previous setion we get the units of K
〈
X1/p
∞
, Y1/p
∞〉
given below
where ξ represents produt of X and Y.
(19)
{∑
i∈Nn
aiξ
i ∈ K
〈
X1/p
∞
, Y1/p
∞〉
: |a0| > |ai| for all i 6= 0
}
Setting X = υ and Y = 1/υ we know that elements of the form below
(20) υn/p
b
{∑
i∈Nn
aiυ
i ∈ K
〈
υ±1/p
∞〉
: |a0| > |ai| for all i 6= 0
}
are units in K
〈
υ±1/p
∞〉
. The units we are most interested in are of the form υn/p
b
· u where u is a degree
zero term of K
〈
υ±1/p
∞〉
. We dene the notion of degree in the denition given at 6.1 .
It might seem that there are other units of K
〈
υ±1/p
∞〉
that might not have a learly dened notion of degree.
For other units of K
〈
υ±1/p
∞〉
we notie that the tail ends of series on both positive and negative side tend
to zero. Thus, there are only nitely many terms that ould be dominant. We an still dene the degree to be
maximum degree of all dominant terms (whih are nite in number). In ase we just have a polynomial with
all the oeÆients equal, then we have the degree is the power of the highest term, whih is same as degree of
polynomial in the lassial ase.
Hene we have a well dened notion of degree for units whih might not be of the form (20). We an take
the degree term out and write the unit as υn/p
b
· u′, where the degree of u′ is zero.
4
5 Isomorphism Classes of Vector Bundles over A
1,ad,perf
K
We now want to talk about vetor bundle automorphism over the spae A
1,ad,perf
K ×A
m,ad,perf
K .
U1 ×A
m,ad,perf
K → U1 ×A
m,ad,perf
K
(s, v) 7→ (s,U(s)v)
where U(s) is a matrix with oeÆients in K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
and det(U(s)) 6= 0. From the setion 4 we get the units as
(21)
{
Elements of K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
suh that |a0| > |ai| for all i 6= 0
}
Notie that there is no gluing ondition just on the piee U1, therefore an have υ = 0. If we restrit this to k[s]
we just get k\{0} as in the proposition 1.1.
Similarly we have a orrespondene on U2
U2 ×A
m,ad,perf
K → U2 ×A
m,ad,perf
K
(t, v) 7→ (t, V(t)v)
where V(t) is a matrix with oeÆients in K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
and det(V(t)) 6= 0. Notie that to obtain the projetivoid
spae we will have t = 1/s. Thus, we write V(s−1) in plae of V(t).
From the setion 4 we get the units as
(22)
{
Elements of K
〈
υ−1/p
∞〉
suh that |a0| > |ai| for all i 6= 0
}
Notie that there is no gluing ondition just on the piee U2, therefore an have υ = 0. If we restrit this to k[t]
we just get k\{0} as in the proposition 1.1.
We want an equivalene relation for transition matrix between two overs. This an be obtained modulo the
automorphisms U(s), V(s−1) and is given as (23).
U1 ×A
m,ad,perf
K
U(s)
−−−→U1 ×A
m,ad,perf
K
A(s,s−1)
−−−−−−→ U2 ×A
m,ad,perf
K
V(s−1)
−−−−−→ U2 ×A
m,ad,perf
K
U1 ×A
m,ad,perf
K
A′(s,s−1)
−−−−−−→ U2 ×A
m,ad,perf
K
A ′(s, s−1) = V(s−1)A(s, s−1)U(s)(23)
6 Degree of Vector Bundles
In this setion we dene the notion of degree of the vetor bundles on the projetivoid line, whih is motivated
by proposition 1.1. In this proposition we have
deg detU(s) = 0 = deg detV(s−1) whih implies(24)
deg detA ′(s, s−1) = deg detA(s, s−1)(25)
Thus, isomorphi vetor bundles on P1 have the same degree of the determinant
Definition 6.1. Degree of the vetor bundle is the degree of zeroth term of the determinant of the vetor bundle.
The onsequene of the above denition is that (9) will have degree zero. Thus, (21) and (22) will also have
degree zero. Furthermore the degree of (7) is n/p∞. From, (23) and the observations just made
(26) deg detA ′(s, s−1) = deg detA(s, s−1)
Thus, isomorphi vetor bundles on P
1,ad,perf
K have the same degree of the determinant.
We have proved the following proposition
5
Proposition 6.2. Isomorphism lasses of m dimensional analyti vetor bundles over P
1,ad,perf
K orrespond
bijetively to equivalene lasses of m×m matries A(s, s−1) over K
〈
υ±1/p
∞〉
suh that
(27) detA(s, s−1) = υn/p
b
·
{
Elements of K
〈
υ±1/p
∞〉
suh that |a0| > |ai| for all i 6= 0
}
where equivalene relation is the following: A(s, s−1) ∼ A ′(s, s−1) i there exist invertible m×m matries
U(s), V(s−1) over K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
and K
〈
υ−1/p
∞〉
respetively with determinants of U(s) and V(s) given as
detU(s) =
{
Elements of K
〈
υ1/p
∞〉
suh that |a0| > |ai| for all i 6= 0
}
(28)
detV(s−1) =
{
Elements of K
〈
υ−1/p
∞〉
suh that |a0| > |ai| for all i 6= 0
}
(29)
suh that
(30) A ′(s, s−1) = V(s−1)A(s, s−1)U(s).
and
(31) deg detA ′(s, s−1) = deg detA(s, s−1)
7 Classification of Vector Bundles on P
1,ad,perf
K
The lassiation of vetor bundles over P1 depends upon the fat that there are only nitely many ways to
partition an integer. But, this is no longer true for frations. For example, onsider the following non equivalent
(and innitely many) vetor bundles with degree one.
(32)
(
Xa 0
0 Xb
)
suh that a+ b = 1 and a, b ∈ [0, 1] ∩ Z[1/p]
A more subtle question is whether every vetor bundle on P
1,ad,perf
K splits as a sum of line bundles. This
question was answered in the negative by Prof Kiran Kedlaya and ommuniated to me via email. The oun-
terexample is mentioned in full detail in Leture 3 of [Kedlaya, 2017, pp.80-81℄.
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